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DRESTER BOXER COMBO
BY HEDSON

Drester Boxer Combo
With the Drester Box Combo gun cleaners it’s possible for both solvent-based and
water-borne cleaning. Drester Boxer combo cleaning offers three models, a
compact-size unit and two full-size units.

Suitable for solvent-based and water-based cleaning
Automatic agitation when flocculating
Compact or full-size models

The Drester Boxer Combo is available in three models:

Drester Boxer Double Combo
Drester Boxer Triple Combo
Drester Boxer Quattro Combo

USER FRIENDLY

Foot-operated pumps, for hands-free
operation and to reduce the solvent
consumption. The gun cleaner is also
equipped with air pressure regulator and
water trap for durability. The specifically,
designed spray nozzles gives an optimal
wash power

AUTOMATIC

Equipped with an Auto box – a compact,
effective and flexible washing compartment
with integrated fluid channels, which makes
less-cluttered space and the power of the
pump results in more efficient cleaning,
meaning that less clean solvent is needed
per gun. The Auto box is located at the back
of the unit, allowing a spacious manual
washing sink at the front. At the same time
as a gun is being cleaned automatically in
the Auto box, manual cleaning is available,
with a flow-through brush and a clean rinse
nozzle

PATENTED

All Drester Boxer by Hedson gun cleaners
are featured with a patented magnetic gun
holder which simplify the cleaning and use
of the gun cleaner. The magnetic gun holder
pulls the trigger to open the paint channel
and fixates a gun in seconds, in one simple
step. It fixates the gun in a position where
the gun’s air channels are protected, facing
downwards, so there is no risk of solvent
entering the air channels
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Drester Boxer Double Combo Part.no. DI22C (stainless steel)

Shipment dimensions (DI22C) 1 pcs on pallet, 760*900 mm, 78 kg

Drester Boxer Double Combo Part.no. DB22C

Shipment dimensions (DB22C) 1 pcs on pallet, 760*900 mm, 81 kg

Drester Boxer Triple Combo Part.no. DI33C (stainless steel)

Shipment dimensions (DI33C) 1 pcs on pallet, 1250*760 mm, 107 kg

Drester Boxer Triple Combo Part.no. DB33C

Shipment dimensions (DB33C) 1 pcs on pallet, 1250*760 mm, 108 kg

Drester Boxer Quattro Combo Part.no. DI44C (stainless steel)

Shipment dimensions (DI44C) 1 pcs on pallet, 1250*760 mm, 124 kg

Drester Boxer Quattro Combo Part.no. DB44C

Shipment dimensions (DB44C) 1 pcs on pallet, 1250*760 mm, 125 kg

DRESTER BOXER DOUBLE COMBO

Weight 65 kg (140 lb)

Compressed air needed 7–12 bar (110–180 psi) 250 l/min (9 cfm)

Ventilation capacity 144-360 m³/h (85-212 cfm) -> 0,2-0,5 m/s (0,7-1,6 fps)

Height 1510 mm (59,5”)

Width 835 mm (33,0”)

Max depth 650 mm (25,5”)

Depth at the floor 610 mm (24,0”)

Extractor diameter 80 mm (3,15”)

DRESTER BOXER TRIPLE COMBO

Weight 95 kg (210 lb)

Compressed air needed
7–12 bar (110–180 psi) 250 l/min (9 cfm) (450 l/min (16 cfm) with
DRESTER AIRVENT 11660)

Ventilation capacity 160-400 m³/h (94-235 cfm) -> 0,2-0,5 m/s (0,7-1,6 fps)

Height 1510 mm (59,5”)

Width 1185 mm (46,7”)

Max depth 650 mm (25,5”)

Depth at the floor 610 mm (24,0”)

Extractor diameter 125 mm (5”)

DRESTER BOXER QUATTRO COMBO

Weight 105 kg (230 lb)

Compressed air needed
7–12 bar (110–180 psi) 250 l/min (9 cfm) (450 l/min (16 cfm) with
DRESTER AIRVENT 11660)

Ventilation capacity 240-600 m³/h (141-353 cfm) -> 0,2-0,5 m/s (0,7-1,6 fps)

Height 1510 mm (59,5”)

 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 
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Width 1185 mm (46,7”)

Max depth 650 mm (25,5”)

Depth at the floor 610 mm (24,0”)

Extractor diameter 125 mm (5”)

AQUASOLVE
Better cleaning performance, now with a new formula

Part.no. 230120

FILTERS GUN CLEANERS
Filters for better cleaning performance

Part.no. R8701

FLOCCULATION POWDER GUN CLEANERS
Efficient cleaning of the

waste water
Part.no. R9211

 CONSUMABLES 


